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Active Quantitative Equity

Market Sentiment Is Shifting to
Favor Low-Risk Stocks – Here’s
What It Means for Investors
 Over the past six months, market sentiment around
the world has shifted to favor lower-risk stocks.
 This shift provides further evidence that defensive
equities may continue to outperform in the short run.
 Investors should take robust, nuanced and wideranging measures of value, quality and sentiment
into account when choosing defensive stocks.
Only six months ago, the relationship between market sentiment and risk was
very different than it is today. In June of 2018, high-risk companies generally
enjoyed the strongest sentiment. Now the strongest sentiment tends to be
associated with low-risk companies.
Measures of market sentiment are typically the fastest-moving signals we use to
predict stock returns. We gauge sentiment using price movements, hedge fund
positioning, forecasts of earnings and sales, and other metrics. The change that
we’ve observed in sentiment over the past six months supports the observation
that more normal levels of stock-market volatility are motivating investors to seek
lower-risk, more defensive stocks. At the same time, this shift in sentiment
provides a forward signal about the stocks that may benefit most from strong
sentiment in the short term.

Sentiment and risk at the sector level
Building on our recent commentary, right now the stocks with the strongest
market sentiment at the sector level include many sectors traditionally
considered to be low risk: Consumer Staples, Health Care, Software, Utilities
and REITs.1 Six months ago, at the midpoint of 2018, the story was very
different. Energy, Commercial and Professional Services, Consumer Services,
Pharmaceuticals, Financials and Software all had the strongest market
sentiment.
Indeed, analysis of our proprietary sentiment and risk measures shows that lowrisk sectors now have more positive market sentiment than they did in June
2018. First, we categorized GICS industry groups as low, medium or high risk
using our proprietary risk metrics as of June 2018, and again as of January
2018. We observed that there was very little change in our risk rankings; indeed,
our risk rankings today are virtually identical to the risk rankings in June 2018.
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Next, we assessed the change in our propriety sentiment scores – based on a robust
range of industry-specific metrics including measures of price changes, trading
volumes, changes in earnings and sales forecasts, and hedge-fund positioning – for
each sector between June 2018 and January 2019.
When we looked at risk and sentiment dimensions together, a pattern emerged (see
Figure 1). At the extreme, high-risk sectors either continued to suffer from poor
sentiment, or they shifted from positive to negative sentiment between June 2018 and
January 2019. Meanwhile, low-risk sectors either continued to benefit from positive
sentiment, or they shifted from negative to positive sentiment. As it stands now, lowrisk companies are consistently benefiting from good sentiment, while high-risk
companies are consistently suffering from bad sentiment.
Figure 1.

Since June 2018, market sentiment has shifted to favor low-risk over high-risk sectors.

Figure 1.
Risk and sentiment by GICS
industry grouping, as
measured by State Street
Global Advisors’
proprietary metrics. Risk
includes volatility, beta and
other measures. “Good”
and “Bad” sentiment
represent the above- and
below-average sector-level
sentiment scores,
respectively, as generated
by State Street’s proprietary
sentiment signals. “Then”
refers to values as of June
30, 2018. “Now” refers to
values as of January 20,
2019. Only the two most
extreme industry groups in
each quadrant were labeled.
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Source: State Street Global Advisors as of January 20, 2019.

Sentiment and risk at the regional level
If we examine sentiment by region, we see that six months ago, there were
differences around the world. This has changed. Currently, sentiment is aligned very
consistently across regions.
Our analysis demonstrates that market sentiment is now highly correlated with low risk
in every region – that is, stocks with the strongest positive sentiment tend to have low
risk attributes and vice versa (see Figure 2). Six months ago, investors in general were
less focused on risk.
This worldwide trend is most evident in North America, which has seen the biggest
change in sentiment from higher- to lower-risk companies. In June of last year, the
segments with the strongest positive sentiment were Commercial and Professional
Services, Software, and Technology Hardware. Now, Food Retailing, Health Care
Providers and REITs rank highest on sentiment. The segments with most negative
sentiment last year were Utilities, Food and Beverage and Household Products. Now,
the worst segments for sentiment are Energy, Autos and Banks.

Figure 2.

Investors around the world are consistently more focused on risk than they were six months ago.

Figure 2.
Cross-sectional correlation
between risk and sentiment
by region: June 2018 and
January 2019
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Source: State Street Global Advisors’ analysis of proprietary risk and sentiment scores. Cross-sectional correlation is the
relationship between two variables at the same time. A high number means high positive correlation (i.e., the variables tend to move
together in the same direction), a low number means high negative correlation (i.e., the variables tend to move in opposite
directions), and zero indicates no relationship. Developed and Emerging categories as defined by MSCI.

Looking beyond risk when choosing defensive stocks
Certain stocks automatically spring to mind when it comes to defensive equities,
specifically those in the Utilities, Consumer Staples, Telecoms, REITs, Transport
Infrastructure, and Insurance sectors. These segments are indeed often the segments
with the lowest volatility, but we believe it’s crucial to consider additional key indicators
that can help forecast risk when choosing defensive stocks. We can group these
indicators according to the investment themes that form the foundation of our
approach in all market conditions.
For investors who are becoming increasingly conscious of potential risk, we believe
that value is an important consideration. A company with a stock price that has moved
far above its fundamental value is risky to buy, no matter how low its volatility might
be. Quality metrics are also important forward-looking drivers of risk – intuitively, a
high-quality company in terms of its earnings, balance sheet and sustainability policies
should be more resilient in the future, compared to a low-quality company. By
providing an indication of shorter-term price movements, we believe that robust and
nuanced indicators of market sentiment are also crucial. A stock price that’s falling, for
example, most often continues to fall in the short term. That means that ignoring
current market sentiment about a given stock could be risky, too.
The bottom line
Measures of market sentiment suggest that equity investors would benefit from being
more defensive in the short term. This can obviously change as market conditions
change. At the same time, we believe that robust, nuanced views on value, quality
and sentiment help to improve forecasts of both risk and return. We believe that all of
these investment themes are crucial when choosing defensive stocks.

Glossary
Defensive stock A company that
is either stable or a market
outperformer during economic
contraction.
GICS is the acronym for Global
Industry Classification Standard
REITs is a company that owns and
may also operate incomeproducing real estate.
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